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The Most Beautiful Place in Franklin Township
When I think of the most beautiful scene in Franklin Township, I think of the Capoolong Creek.
Painting a picture of the Capoolong Creek, I would use a variety of colors. Starting with a deep
blue for the murky water, adding hints of white for the rapidly flowing parts of the creek. Next, a
light grey for the dozens and dozens of smooth rocks on the creek’s edge. Moving forward
adding luscious greens for the beautiful plants, trees, and shrubs further inland from the creek.
Then a brown for the many strong tree trunks holding up the bright green leaves upon their
sticks. After that, adding a variety of pinks, reds, yellows, and oranges for the many vibrant
flowers along the creek. Soon after, adding a light brown for a bird up in a tree, or a dark green
for a fish lurking in the water, or a faint color of brown with a hint of white for a deer munching
on grass. Finally, adding a shining yellow for the warm sun, a baby blue of the endless sky, and a
clean white for the puffy cotton candy-like clouds floating in the sky.
When I see the Capoolong Creek, I am very relaxed and feel as if nothing could go wrong. I
think of fishing with friends and of biking along the trail. The creek’s natural beauty makes me
feel as if it were the most beautiful place in the world. The tranquility of the great trees swaying
gently in the breeze gives me feelings of contentment. The vibrant colors of the flowers fill me
with enthusiasm. Skipping rocks along the water makes me feel as happy as a clam. These are
the emotions I feel when I visit the Capoolong Creek.
That is why I think the most beautiful scene in Franklin Township is the Capoolong Creek.

